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Sting corrections to zero-lift drag of
axisymmetric bodies in transonic flow

ABSTRACT

I
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I
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I
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Experiments at transonic speeds have been performed on
several boat-tailed afterbodies and sting combinations with a
view to assessing sting corrections to the measured afterbody
drag at transonic speeds. Measurements made included
afterbody total drag and base pressure in the Mach number
range of 0.6-1.0 and Reynolds number range of 8-9.5 x 106.
Correlations of base pressure and boat-tail pressure drag for
the sting diameter and flare effects have been proposed using
dimensional arguments. The correlations provide quick and
reliable estimates for corrections that can be applied to the
measured zero-lift drag of axisymmetric bodies with either
contoured or conical boat-tailing.

NOMENCLATURE

A
CDA

CDB

CDF

CDf!

j
Cf
CDf!*
Cpb
db
dm

ds
€
Moo

q",
Reoo
r

~
1)
e

fore body (max) cross sectional area
total afterbody drag coefficient,
total drag force/(qooA)
base drag coefficient,
base drag/(qooA)
boat-tail skin friction drag coefficient
boat-tail pressure drag coefficient,
pressure drag/(q""A)
skin friction coefficient

boat-tailprofiledrag coefficient(= CDA - CDB)
base pressure coefficient
base diameter

forebody (max) diameter
sting diameter
sting length (see Fig. 1)
free stream Mach number
free stream dynamic pressure
free stream Reynolds number
forebody (max) radius
boat-tail angle (see Fig. 1)
boundary layer thickness
sting flare angle
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wind tunnel testingof aircraft, missileand other axisymmet-
ric models generally involves rear-mounted sting supports
and the aerodynamic interference offered by them continues
to be a problem, particularlyat transonicMach numbers.The
aerodynamic quantity most affected is the drag of the
afterbody in view of its proximity to the support system,
althougheffects on liftand pitching moment can be important
in many cases. Reliablemethods for providing correctionsto
the measured data are required before the data can be used
in design or for extrapolation to flight conditions. The flow
field behind a blunt base in the presence of the support
systemis sufficientlycomplex that rational predictionproce-
dures for determining corrections would involve elaborate
computing and hence are not generally suitable for day-to-
day wind tunnel testing practice. The emphasis in literature
therefore has been to suggest empiricalcorrelations for sting
effects (see Cahn(l),McDonald and Hughes(2»).

d'U

Figure 1. Sketch defining afterbody and sting geometrical
parameters.

The total afterbody drag coefficient, CDA,whichis com-
posed of the boat-tail pressure drag, CDf!,the boat-tail skin
friction drag, CDF,and the base drag, CDB,depends on a
number of geometricalparameters of the afterbody and sting
and relevant flow parameters ahead of the afterbody. A
schematic of an afterbody-sting combination, defining
various geometrical parameters is shown in Fig. 1. Sting
effects may be classified under sting diameter and flare
effects,the latter dependingon the location of flarefrom the
base. For f ~ 0 or db/€~ 00, the flarebeginsat the model
baseand we shallreferto this geometryas a taperedsting.
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As e increases, the flare effect will decrease and the sting
diameter effect dominate. For £ ~ :X) or dtJe ~ 0, only the
sting diameter effect willbe present.

Experimental investigationshave providedthe most valu-
able information on stingeffects. Althougha large body of
data on sting effects exist in literature (see Tuttle and Gloss(3);

Tuttle and Lawing(4)),systematic studiesat transonic speeds
devoted to providing data even for correlationpurposes are
very few. A major sourceof data resultedfrom a systematic
paratnetric study carriedout by Cahn(!)in the Mach number
range of O.g to 1.10and Reynolds number range of 15-17.4
x 1()6.Based on tests on a variety of afterbody-sting
combinations, he presented an approximate (empirical)
method for sting corrections, valid in the limited Mach
number range (and Reynoldsnumber) of the tests, and for
the different afterbody geometries studied. However, the
experiments made by Cahn included very few afterbody
models with 13<16°,which are more often encountered in
practice. McDonald and Hughes(2)utilisedCahn's as wellas
other data including jet effects and presented a method of
correlation of afterbody drag in the presenceof a propulsive
jet or a support sting. Their empirical correlations, derived
from a careful analysis of data (on both contoured and
conicallyboat-tailed bodies) at a Machnumber of 0.9, were
assumedvalid in the Mach number range0.6 to 0.9 and for
attached flow on the afterbody. The general validity or the
usefulnessof their correlation (based on limited data avail-
able at that time) does not seem to havebeen assessed in the
literature. Sykes(5)suggesteda correlationfor the total after-
body drag based on a limited series of tests on two conically
boat-tailed afterbodies (with 13= 7.5°and 9°) in the Mach
number range 0.7 to 1.15. In addition, he modified an
expression given by TunneH<6)for the flare effect and
proposed a correlation for the base pressure which is
applicablefor £/db ;:. 2 and shows that the flare effect
diminishesfor £/db ~ 6.

-OM

From the preceding discussionit appears evident that not
much usefuldata exists in the literature even for attempting
generalisedcorrelations for sting effects on the afterbOdy

I

drag at transonic speeds. Most earlier studies have dealt with
specific afterbody-sting combinations, possibly because of
their relevance .in p~actical applications. The present work IS

I

'

an attempt to fIll thIs lacunato some degree and to provide
generalised correlations useful for quick estimation of sting
corrections.Tapered stings(£ ~ 0) are investigatedin detail
in this workin view of theirwide application; correlations for
stii1gdiameter effect are also included.

1
-~
!

2. EXPERIMENTS

Experiments have been performed in a 38 em x 30 em
transonic wind tunnel in the Mach number range 0.7 to 1.0.
The free stream Reynoldsnumber based on model length of
30.5 cm(seeFig.2) variedbetween8 x 106-9.5X 106in the
above Machnumber range.

2.1 Model support system

A sketch of the model support system along with the
afterbody model and sting is shown in Fig. 2. The instru- .

mented part consists of a 30 mm long cylindricalsection and i
a removable afterbody 100mm long (Fig. 2). The balance
(designed for an axial load of 2.25 kg) measures the total
axial forceexperienced bythe instrumented part of the model
and providesdirect measurement of total drag changes due
to the presence of the sting. Base pressure is measured at a
single locationon the modelcentre line. Thestingswere fixed
from the rear portion of the fork support systemso that there
was a narrow gap (about 0-5 mm) between the base plane
and the front face of the sting.This arrangement enabled the
quick removal and fixingof different stings.
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Figure2. Sketchof model-sting support system.
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All tests were carried out at zero incidence.The model
boundary layer was tripped (using carborundum grit of size
40 over a width of 12 mm) in the nose regionat a distance of
25 mm from the apex. In view of the relatively high unit
Reynol~s number of the free stream (about 0.3 x 106 per
cm), ~ expecttransition to have occurred immediately
downsiream of the trip with a turbulent boundary layer
growing over a large part of the model. The measured sting-
free base pressure kveis, for e~ample, on different boat-
tailed afterbodies (as well as on a cylindrical afterbody(7»
strongly support the above view; the data indicate (figure not
shown) broad agreement with what would be expected with
turbulent boundary layer flowon the afterbody(see Cahn(I),
Cubbage(8».
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2.2 Afterbody models and stings

Table 1 showsthe geometric details of thevariousafterbody
models tested. Two circular arc and four conically boat-tailed
models were chosen for this study with a view to complement
the data set of Cahn; the boat-tail angles were selected to be
in the lower range ([3 ~ 160) to be useful in practical
applications.

The geometric details of various tapered stings (51-56)
tested are shown in Fig. 3; the taper or flare angle was varied
in the range 1.50to SOagain to complement the data of Cahn.
To assess the sting diameter effects, tests were also made on
four cylindrical stings having diameters of 6.25, 8.35, 11.8 and
16mm.
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Figure 3. Sketch of tapered stings.
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TABLE1
Geometric details of afterbody models

* Angle at the base plane
Length of afterbody models: 100mm

2.3 Measurements

Axial force of the afterbody was measured with a balance
described earlier.The uncertainty in these measurementswas
within i::O.OO9kg. The base pressureand the pressure in the
gap between the two body sections(at the split) were both
measured relative to the free stream static pressure using
differential transducers each havinga range of 35kPa.

Assessment of flow separation ahead of the modeibase was
made using colour Schlieren technique, and for some con-
figurations surfaceoil flow visualisationwas also used.

2.4 Assessment of wall and supportsystem interference

In planning the experiments, sufficient care was taken to
minimise possibleinterferences on the measurements either
from the walls or the support system. The top and bottom
tunnelwallswereslottedwithanopenarea ratioof 8% and
the maximum solid blockage of the model (including the
support system) was about 1.3%which is small enough for
any blockage effect to be insignificant. The fork support
system used has similarities with the systems used in sting
interference studies (Cahn(\), Gloss and 5ewall(9). Minor
interference effectsfrom the support system, if any, should
not materially affect the measured data since the primary
interest in this work is to determine "changes in afterbody
drag due to sting effects" rather than the (absolute) drag
values. Further evidence in supportof this view is contained
in Section 3.3.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Before presenting in detail the resultsfor the sting diameter
and flare effects, we first examine the likely effects of "sting
positioning" employed in this study; the sting was not
introduced inside the afterbody (unlike in conventional
testingpractice), but formed a narrowgap between the base
and the front faceof the sting. Measurements were made on
a typical contoured afterbody (withdiJdm= 0.5 and j3= 8°)
with both sting configurations mentioned above. Results of
base pressure coefficient,Cpb,and boat-tail profiledrag
coefficient, CD~*,(Fig. 4) shows excellent agreement be-
tween the two configurations suggesting that the scheme
adopted in this study provides realisticsting effects.

In what follows, we present typical results sufficient for
further analysis and discussion. A detailed account of this
investigationcontainingall the resultsis available in Ref. 10.
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Notation dm, db, {3,Geometry mm mm deg

CA-5 25 18.2 5*

L==J CA-12 25 12.6 12*

CIRCULARARC

CO- 4 25 16 4

L==J CO- 8 25 12.8 8
CO-12 25 12.8 12
CO-16 25 13-0 16

CONICAL
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Figure 4. Effect of sting positioning on base pressure and drag.

3.1 Sting diameter effects

Typical results of base pressure coefficient Cpband boat-tail
profile drag coefficient CDI3* for three afterbodies are shown
in Figs 5-7 with sting diameter as a variable. The vertical bar
in these figures (and many to follow) indicates the estimated
typical uncertainty in CVI3*'Lines have been drawn through
the data in these figures for visual clarity. At each Mach
number, there is a progressive increase in the base pressure
and a reduction in boat-tail drag with an increase in the sting
diameter. These are qualitatively similar to the results
obtained in many earlier studies (e.g. Sykes andCahn). The
reduction in CVI3*is caused by the positive pressure field (the
upstream influence effect on potential flow) imposed on the
afterbody due to the sting. The increase in base pressure with
sting diameter is caused by the progressive decrease in the
(axisymmetric) step height to boundary layer thickness at
separation.

Interestingly, for each sting, the changes in base pressure
and CVI3*relative to ds = 0 appear to be nearly thesame over
the range of Moocovered except for around Moo= 1. In the
neighbourhood of Moo= 1.0, the baseflow field and the drag
variation are known to be complex and very sensitive to Moo
(e.g. Swamy et a/(II». For all the above cases, the flow on the
afterbody was attached as revealed by Schlieren visualisation.
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The results for the afterbody CO-16 (Fig. 8) shows a
different trend for Cpb; base pressure decreases with Moo,and
further, the changes in Cpbrelative to the no sting case has a
strong dependence on Mach number. Schlieren and surface
oil flow observations showed separated flow on the afterbody
for Moo= 0.90 even in the absence of the sting; the constancy
of Cpb at M~ = 0.95 and 1.0 in the presence of the sting is a
feature that can be expected due to separated flow ahead of
the base. The boat-tail profile drag, on the other hand, still
reflects some features qualitatively similar to the unseparated
cases discussed earlier.

3.2 Sting flareeffects

Flare effects were studied on all the afterbodies shown in
Table 1 with the exception of CO-16, which involved
afterbody flowseparation evenin the absence of the sting. It
was apparent that the results with flow separation would
exhibit a different behaviour compared to attached flow.
Tests with tapered stings therefore were not madeon CO-16
since the flow separation wouldthen be aggravatedfurther.

Figures 9 and 10 display resultsof Cpband CDP*for two
afterbodies and tapered sting combinations; results for the
diameter effect alone are also included in these figures to
enable the assessment of flare effects for a fixed value of
d/db. These resultsexhibit trendsqualitatively similar to the
stingdiameter effect.As maybeexpected, both the base drag
and boat-tail profile dr2g decrease further due to the
presence of a flare. Interestingly, as with the stingdiameter
effects, the changes in Cpband CDp* due to the flare angle
appear nearly insensitive to the free stream Mach number
except around M~ = 1. The absence of flow separation for
all the data shownin Figs 9 and 10 was again confirmed by
Schlieren observations.
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Figure 8. Sting diameter effects: Model CO-16.

3.3 Correlations

The results of base pressure and boat-tail profile drag as
influenced by the geometrical parameters of the sting (Figs
5-10) suggest that correlations may be sought for the changes
in base pressure and boat-tail pressure drag due to sting
diameter and flare effects. The two effects are considered
separate and assumed additive.

We may write

L Cpb = /':, Cpb(ds) + f:-. Cpb(6)

LCDp = L.,CDP(ds)+ f:-.CDP(6)

where f:-.Cpband LCDP represent the total change in Cpband I
CDP,respectively, due to sting diameter and flare effects.
With turbulent boundary layer flowon the afterbody at high
Reynolds numbers, in general, we may expect the base
pressure and the boat-tail pressure drag to depend on

M~, Re~ (flowparameters),
dm, db, f3(afterbody geometrical parameters), and
ds, e (stinggeometrical parameters).
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Figure 9. Sting flare effects: model CO-4.

Using dimensional analysis, we may write for a tapered sting,

Cpb(ds,6)= Fl(Mx" Reoo, dbl dm, ~, d/db, e)

CDf!(ds.8)=F2(M", , Reoo,Mdm, ~,dJdm,e)

. (1)

. (2)

Equations (1) and (2) are now utilised to write the following
expressions for the diameter and flare effectsrespectively:

(a) Stingdiameter effect~(6.= 0)

For fixed values of (Moo,Re"" dbldm, 13),we have

6Cpb(ds)= Cpb(ds.O)- Cpb(O,O)= /I(dJdb)

~ CDf!(ds)= CDMds,O)- CDf!(O,O)= fz( dJdm)

. (3)

. (4)

(b) Stingflare effect:

For fixed values of (Moo,Re"" dbldm, 13,ds/db), we have

~ Cpb(6) = Cpb(ds,8) - Cpb(ds.O) = h( 6)

6 CDf!(8)= CDf!(ds.8)- CDf!(ds,O)= /4(6)

. (5)

. (6)
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Figure 10. Sting flare effects: Model CA-12.

We now examine the usefulnessof the relationshipsgiven
by equations (3), (4), (5) and (6) and assess the sensitivity of
other parameters by plotting the data obtained in the present
experiments as well as those of Cahn.

For the present tests, the change in boat-tail pressure drag
(6CDf!) was inferred in the following manner. For each
afterbody and given !Jowconditions, the variationsin Cf (on
the afterbody) with and without the sting were assumed
small; these variations arise fromthe slightly altered pressure
field on the afterbody due to the presence of the sting. This
assumption wasverified by comparing skin friction distribu-
tions obtained from computer codes for both inviscid and
turbulent boundary layer flow(with and without a sting), for
a few cases of contoured afterbodies at a Mach number of
0.8. For each afterbody-sting combination, !::::.CDf!was
therefore inferred by appropriate subtraction of the values of
CDf!*'For example,

6CDf!(ds) = CDf!*<ds,O) - CDf!*(O,O); and

6CDf!(8) = CDf!*(ds,8) - CDf!*<ds.O).

The correlation plots are shown in Figs 11-14; each symbol
in these figures represent a given afterbody-sting combina-
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tian. We have further utilisedthe observation (discussed in
Section 3.1 and 3.2) that the changes in Cpband CD[J*are
sensibly independent of Mach number in the range 0.7 to
0.95.

The data plotted in the non-dimensional parameters
suggested by equations (3) and (4) for the sting diameter
effect are shown in Figs 11and 12. Excellent correlation of
base pressure may be seen (Fig. 11) which suggests that
f:,.Cpb(ds)is determined by localgeometrical parameters, and
sensibly independent of freestream Reynoldsnumber as well
as the afterbody shape. On the other hand, the changes in
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Figure 12.Correlation of boat-tailpressure drag due to sting
diameter effect.
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Figure 13. Correlation of base pressure due to sting flare effect.

boat-tail pressure drag (Fig. 12), show dependence on two
afterbody geometrical parameters. This is understandable
since at least two parameters are required to characterise the
afterbody shape. Increased drag reduction with increasing 13
(for a fixed value of dsldm)perhaps reflects the increased
upstream effectof the sting at higher 13.

Correlations for the sting flare effects, in the non-
dimensional parameters given by equations (5) and (6), are
shown in Figs13and 14. Except for a dependence on 13,no
systematic effectof other afterbody shape parameters can be
discerned. The increased drag reduction with increasing 13
(for any given value of 6) is again to be expected (Fig. 14)
based on upstream effect considerations; the lower base
pressure changesseen at the higher 13(Fig. 13)is likely to be
an effect of the retarded boundary layers aheadof separation
due to the higher adverse pressure gradients on the after-
body.

The successof the correlations (Figs 11-14)reveals two
important factors.First, the consistencyand agreement of the
base pressure and drag data obtained in the two investiga-
tions; the afterbody pressure drag was obtained by integra-
tion of surface pressures in Cahn's work, as opposed to the
use of balance in the present tests. Second, the insensitivity
of the correlations to the free stream Reynolds number
between Cahn's experiments and the present work (a factor
of two).
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Figure 14. Correlation of boat-tail pressure drag due to sting

flare effect.
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Figure 15.Comparison of measured corrections with estimates
from correlations: Present data and Cahn.

To enable quick estimates of sting corrections for use in
practical applications, simpleexpressions are fitted for the
lines drawnthrough the data in Figs 11-14.Theseexpressions
(described in Appendix 1) are shown plotted in Fig. 15
against our measurements as well as those of Cahn which
indicates very good agreement consistent with the accuracy
of the measureddata.

3.4 Comparisonwith additionaltest cases

With a viewto assessing thevalidityof the abovecorrelations
further, severalnew testcasesinvolvingdifferentafterbody-
sting combinations were generated as a part of this study.
These configurationsare shownin Fig. 16and measurements
were made with and withoutthe sting in the Mach number
range 0.7-0.95.Additional test data was also obtained at a
free stream Mach number of 0.6 for examiningthe effective-
ness of the correlations at lowerMach numbers.

Figure 17 shows comparisons of the estimates using
expressions AI-A4 with actualmeasurements of sting effects
for all the test cases describedabove. The agreement is seen
to be at least as good as in Fig. 15 (which provideddata for
the correlations), except possibly for the case CT-12/S9 in
which a tapered sting (usingthe definition adopted here) is
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Figure 16. Sketch defining afterbody-sting combinations: New
test cases.
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Figure'18. Comparison of measured correctionswith estimates
from correlations: Data of Sykesand Kurn.

not used. Estimates shownfor this case have been made for
the equivalent flare angleof 11°(shownbya chain line in Fig.
16) which seem to compare reasonably well with the
measurements although the value of 9 (= 11°)is outside the
range of flare angles used to establish the correlations. The
agreement of all test cases at Moo= 0.6 may also be seen to
be excellent.

J

3.5 Comparisonwith earlierdata

Earlier data reported by Sykes(5)on two conical boat-tails
and of Kum(12) on two tangent ogive afterbodies are
examined in the light of the present correlations.Kurn's data
correspond to tapered stings while Sykes' data are on
diameter effects- Comparisons with the estimates from the
correlations (Fig. 18) show good agreement with Sykes'
data *, while the measured sting effectsare consistently lower
in Kum's experiments.

*Correlationestimatesof (.6.CD!!)fortheafterbodywithdb = O'87dm
have not been included in Fig. 18since, for reasonsnot clear to us,
the data shows only a small change in .6.CD!!over a significant
variation of dJdb.
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Since the mod~! configuration used by Kurn involved a
long forebody (a cylinder extending all the way into the
contraction of the wind tunnel), as opposed to a finite
forebody (

]'th a fineness ratioin the range 6-7)in the present
as well as ahn's tests, it was logical to examine if the
observed d ferences above could be due to the boundary
layer transverse curvature effects in Kum's data. Estimates
of curvature parameter (o/r)at the beginning of the afterbody
shows that it is about 0-07in Kurn's -::xperimentsbut ranges
between 0.18 and 0.21 in the others. This viewgets added

I support from the observed vetter agreement (in a relative
sense) of Ii Cpb (Fig. 13)with an increase in base diameter
from 0.28 to 0.70 dm in Kum's tests, although such an
improvement is not evident in the l::,CD!! comparisons.
Apparently, boundary layertransverse curvature effects can
affect the base pressure and boat-tail pressure drag signifi-
cantly. With the available data, we suggest that the correla-
tions should be used with some caution in caseswhere (olr)
;,: 0.20. It wouldbe informativeto determine (infuture work)
the critical value of (o/r) upto which the correlations
developed here can be appliedwith confidence.

4- CONCLUSIONS

An experimental investigationhas been carried out primarily
for providing reliable data for assessing sting corrections on
afterbody drag at transonic speeds. Experiments have been
made on several afterbodies and sting combinations in the
Mach number range of 0.6-1.0and Reynolds number range
of 8-9.5 x 106.Measurementsmade included afterbody total
drag (usinga balance) andbasepressure. Correlationsof base
pressure and boat-tail pressure drag for the sting diameter
and flare effects have been proposed using dimensional
arguments. The effectivenessof these correlations have been
assessed by comparison withadditional test cases generated
in this study and with earlier data. The correlations provide
quick and reliable estimates of corrections to the measured
zero-lift drag of axisymmetricbodies, and are expected to be
valid under the followingconditions.

1. Contoured afterbodies:

0.6 ~ Moo ~ 0.95
0.2 ~ dsldb ~ 0.95
O.25 ~ dsldm ~ 0.70

; 4°~ ~ ~ 16°
i1~ 5°

2. Conicallyboat-taileo. afterbodies:

0.6 ~ M",~ 0.90
0.2 ~ dsldb ~ 0.95
0.25 ~ dsldm~ 0.70

; 4° ~ ~+ ~ 12°
9 ~ 5°

+ (If ~ ~ 8°, the correlationsare valid up to Moo= 0.95).

The most important requirement for the applicability of the
correlations is that the turbulent boundary layer flow on the
afterbody must be attached under all conditions. Otherwise,
no evidence of Reynolds numbereffect has been observed in
the correlations. Flow separation on the afterbody can give
rise to effectsvery different from those studied here.

It is unlikely that generalised correlations of the kind
proposed here can be extended to higher transonic Mach
numbers (say, 1-0-1.20) sincethe flow field, in general, may
be expected to be highly Mach number sensitive; further-
more, the data may become sensitive to the details of the
afterbody shape, model supportsystem and interference from
tunnel walls.
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APPENDIX 1: EXPRESSIONS FOR ESTiMATING STING
CORRECTIONS

From Section 3.3, we have

£:,Cpb = 6Cpb(ds) + £:'Cpb(O)

£:,CDp = 6CD!3(ds) + £:,CD!3(O)

The following expressions may be used for estimating sting
corrections from the correlations.

(i) £:'Cpb(ds)= 0.08 (dJdb)2

for 0.2 ~ dsldb ~ 0.75

. (AI)

(For dsldb ? 0.75, the mean line shown in Fig. 11 is to be
used.)

(ii) £:'Cpb(O)= Kl (00)

where Kl = 0.015 (~= 4° - 8°)
= 0.01 (~= 12°- 16°)

. (A2)

(iii) £:,CD!3(ds) = K2 (dsldm)1'35 . (A3)

where K2 = -0.025 (~= 4°)
= -0.048 (~= 80)
= -0.064 (~ = 12°)
= -0.092 (~ = 160)

(iv) 6CD!3(O)= K3(00)

where K3 = -0.0025 (~= 4° - 80)
- -0.0045 (~ = 12° - 16°)

. (A4)

Note: Values of KI, K2and K3may be linearly interpolated
for intermediate values of ~.
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